
DevOps is a revolution in how technology is approached that gains in adoption every 
year. Join Ember Crooks as she shares her journey into a fairly mature DevOps shop as 
a DBA with no previous DevOps experience. In this session, we will:

Discuss what DevOps is and what it isn’t
Explore what DevOps means to the DBA
Understand at a high-level some of the decision points around running databases in 
containers
Review a few DevOps tools a DBA should be familiar with
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When I first started hearing the term DevOps, I thought it was a way for developers to 
break the then very strict wall between development and operations, and get access 
to my databases. Generally, developers with access to production was a bad thing 
that would cause me to get paged. Many years later, I can see that this is not true. 
Developers still do not have unfettered access to a production database, even in a 
DevOps environment. There are certainly aspects of my job that are different, and 
there are things that developers do that make it into production without direct action 
from me, but this is only through a well defined and thoroughly tested process.
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There are a vast array of different definitions of DevOps. To really define DevOps, you 
probably need a book. There are some pillars to what DevOps means that can help us 
understand it. A shop that is DevOps may not be all of these things, and may be in a 
different place in their journey on each of these things.
Automation means eliminating manual processes as much as possible. Our job 
becomes more the automation of processes than the execution of them.
An agile methodology is common. Agile embraces failing fast, testing thoroughly, and 
delivering new functionality in smaller chunks instead of huge releases.
With or without an agile methodology speed is one of the contentious points 
between DevOps and non-DevOps teams
Infrastructure as code means that we manage as much as possible through code and 
configuration files. We’ll talk more later about what that means for Db2.
Monitoring is critical to DevOps so we can identify and heal from failures.
Collaboration is critical to a DevOps team to bridge the vast array of technologies 
supported in a coherent and reproducible manner.
DevOps is about as far away from a culture of blame as you can get, with the focus on 
always identifying where we can be better.
DevOps is a culture that must be compatible with the organization’s culture to 
survive.
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https://youtu.be/haejb5rzKsM

In a more traditional organization, teams are fully separated by function. At 
employers I’ve worked at in the past, we had the Systems Administration group, 
which was likely separated by operating system, and depending on the size of the 
company might be segmented much further. I’ve worked with teams where their only 
job was access control on in-profile Linux servers. There was a separate team for 
access control on out of profile Linux servers. Whatever the structure, the answer to 
the question “whose job is it to do X” was usually fairly straight forward. In a devops
organization, the lines might be a bit blurred. I’ve spent a significant part of my first 
year in DevOps figuring out whether I should do a thing or if I should ask someone 
else to do a thing. 

Reading the book Team Topologies and even just watching the freely available video 
has helped me understand a lot in this space.
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https://youtu.be/haejb5rzKsM

While I’ve found this structure enlightening, I’ve also have seen that for smaller 
teams, the lines are often blurred.
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Recently I participated in a discussion about DevOps, and I absolutely loved what 
Henri Kuiper said in that discussion. DevOps is not just about infusing Dev into Ops, 
but also about the other direction – infusing Ops back into Dev.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXczEXXff74 

This comes home to roost nearly every day in my interactions with developers.
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https://www.docker.com/resources/what-container
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Examples to share
• User status update
• Enable/Disable store online ordering
• Enable/Disable website features
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